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 This paper presents our work on pronominal resolution in Tamil. We observe that there 
are certain language phenomena or characteristics in Tamil such as genitive drop and 

clausal inversion, due to which the sentences are highly complex and leads to greater 

challenge in pronominal resolution. The main contribution of this work is in the 
development of sentence transformation rules that transform complex sentence 

structures to simpler, candid sentence structures After this transformation, we develop a 

language model using Conditional Random Fields (CRFs), a Machine Learning (ML) 
technique. From our experiments, we observe that there is significant improvement in 

the performance of the pronominal resolution system, when the transformed sentences 

are given as input to ML system. There is an increase of 3% in the performance. The 
results are encouraging. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Various phenomena in natural languages pose 

challenge for the development of automatic language 

processing tool. One of the phenomena is anaphors, 

small words which actually refer to previously 

mentioned entities or event. The process of 

identifying the referent of the anaphor is called as 

anaphora resolution. Language processing tool such 

as information extraction, question answering system 

requires these anaphors to be resolved to present 

correct information. Thus anaphora resolution has a 

vital role in language processing. There are various 

approaches to this task such as rule based, machine 

learning, using salience weights etc. In these 

approaches the text is fed into the resolution engine 

and may be post-processed with a set of rules. In this 

paper, we have described our experiment on pre-

processing of the text, where few of the language 

phenomena that complicates the anaphora resolution 

is simplified and the simplified text is given to the 

Machine Learning (ML) based engine to resolve the 

anaphors. Here we have worked on Tamil pronoun 

resolution. 

 

Literature Survey: 

 Though lot of research works are done in the 

field of anaphora in languages such as English, 

anaphora resolution in Tamil started in the latter 

years of last decade. The very first automatic 

anaphora resolution system in Tamil was built using 

salience measures by (Sobha, 2007), where the 

morphological information are used as the features. 

CRFs based anaphora resolution system was 

presented by (Akilandeswari and Sobha 2013; 

Akilandeswari and Sobha, 2014). Anaphora 

resolution in Tamil using UNL was developed by 

(Balaji et al., 2012). (Ram and Sobha, 2013) 

presented an anaphora resolution system for Tamil 

using Tree-CRF, where the benefit of having features 

from dependency parser is described.  

 Among Indian languages automatic anaphora 

resolution systems are developed for languages such 

as Tamil, Hindi, Bengali and Malayalam. ―Vasisht‖ 

is one of the early published work in  Indian 

languages. (Sobha and Patnaik, 2000) had developed 

Vasisht as common platform for Indian languages 

using rules.  The authors has presented the system for 

Hindi and Malayalam. ICON 2011 anaphora tool 

contest (Sobha et al., 2011) for Indian languages 

boosted the research in Indian language anaphora 

resolution. The contest had three languages Tamil, 

Hindi and Bengali. There were three participants and 

two participants presented results in all three 

languages.  The notable works in Hindi Anaphora 

resolution were presented by (Prasad et al., 2000) 

using centering theory and this work was further 

enhanced using information from dependency parsed 

tree by (Dakwale et al., 2013). In  Bengali two 

different Anaphora resolution system were presented 
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by  customising BART framework by (Sikdar et al., 

2013) and GuiTAR engine by  (Senapati et al., 

2013). (Sobha et al., 2013) has presented a generic 

anaphora system for Indian languages using CRFs 

and the system was demonstrated with Tamil, Hindi 

and Bengali languages. In this work, the authors have 

utilized the morphological richness to come up with 

a generic system.  

 In the present work, we have described few of 

the language phenomena in Tamil, which pose 

challenges to the anaphora resolution task, the ways 

to simplify these challenges using pre-processing 

modules with linguistic rules and presenting these 

simplified sentences to the machine learning based 

engine for anaphora resolution. The paper is 

organised as follows. In the next section, we have 

descried anaphors in Tamil and the challenges posed 

to anaphora resolution due to the phenomena in 

language. Various pre-processing steps using 

linguistic rules to simplify the text in order to 

overcome the changes in the text due to language 

phenomena and building Machine Learning based 

anaphora resolution engine is explained in third 

section. Experiments and discussion of the results are 

presented in section 4. The paper ends with the 

concluding section. 

 

Anaphors in Tamil: 

 Tamil, which belongs to Dravidian family of 

languages, is a morphologically rich and highly 

agglutinated language.  Nouns and Verbs carry 

suffixes. While Nouns are suffixed with plural and 

case markers, verbs are suffixed with tense, aspect, 

modal and person, number gender suffixes. Verbs are 

also suffixed with conditional, relative participle 

markers. It is an accusative-dative language. Since, 

the language is morphologically rich, the suffix 

carries lots of information. As, Tamil is relative free 

word order language, the structures within the 

clauses are rigid. Subject and Object agree in person, 

number and gender.  There is gender and number 

distinction in most of the pronouns. First person 

pronouns and second person pronouns does not have 

gender distinction, whereas  number distinction such 

as 'nii' (you), 'naan' (I), 'niingkal' (you-plural) exists.  

Third person pronouns have number and gender 

distinction such as 'avan' (he), 'aval' (she), 'atu' (it). In 

third person pronoun, plural pronoun 'avarkal' refers 

to both masculine and feminine genders and also 

represents honorific.  These pronouns can either be 

anaphoric or non-anaphoric.  In anaphoric pronouns, 

the antecedent noun phrase can be in the same 

sentence or in the previous sentences and agree in 

person, number and gender with the pronouns.  

 Following are the set of examples, which 

explains anaphor-antecedent relation in Tamil. 

 

Example 1:  
(a) paampu,     maraththin     verkaLukku 

     Snake (N)   tree (N+gen)  root+PL+dat 

maththiyilirunthu veLiye   varuvathaRku   

middle+abl                outside                  come+dat    

ciRithu           neram      aayiRRu.  

some (ADJ)   time (N)   took+past  

(It took some time for the snake to come out from the 

middle of the tree‘s root.) 

 

(b) ippothu          athu         veLiye   vanthuvittathu.               

      Now (ADV)  that(PN)  outside   came+past  

(Now that came outside.)  

 In above Example 1, the anaphoric pronoun is 

―athu‖ (3rd person neuter pronoun with nominative 

case) and its antecedent is ―paampu‖ that occurs in 

previous sentence. In 1(a) antecedent is the subject of 

the sentence and is present in the initial position of 

the sentence. The person, number and gender of the 

anaphor match with the antecedent.  

 

Example 2:  

athaRkup poongkuzhali      maRumozhi onRum 

that+dat   pungkuzhali(N)  comment      any 

  collavillai, aanaal aval azhath  thotangkinaaL. 

  say+neg     but      she  cry       start+past+3SF 

 (For that pungkuzhali did not say any comment, 

but she started to cry.)  

 Example 2 is a compound sentence, where 

anaphor and antecedent occurs intra sentential. 

―avaL‖ (3rd person, singular and feminine pronoun) 

is the anaphoric pronoun. The anaphor ―avaL‖ refers 

to the noun phrase ―poongkuzhali‖ which is the 

subject in nominative case. 

 

Example 3:  

uththama  chozhar    thammutaiya  kulaththin          

Uthama    chola (N)  he (PN)+gen  family(N)+gen 

pazhaiya     perumaiyai       maRakkaveyillai. 

old (ADJ)   pride (N)+acc  forget+past+neg 

(Uthama chola did not forget his family‘s old pride) 

 Considering example 3, the anaphoric pronoun 

is ―thammutaiya‖ (possessive anaphor) that refers to 

the noun phrase ―uththama chozhar‖, which is the 

subject of the sentence. Here, the anaphor and 

antecedent occurs in same sentence.  If anaphor is 

possessive, then noun phrase is the subject of the 

clause which contains the anaphora.  

 

Example 4:  

innum paranjothiyinutaiya  thuNimaNikaLum,     

still     paranjothi(N)+gen    clothes(N)+um(conj) 

avan  koNtu   vanthiruntha  coRpap            

he      bring    came+past     meagre(Adj)    

paNamum                   muutaikkuLLethaan irunthana. 

money(N)+and(conj)  bag+inside+emp       is  

(Still, paranjothi‘s clothes and the meager money he 

brought were inside the bag.) 

 In Example 4, ―avan‖ is the anaphoric pronoun 

and ―paranjothi‖ is its antecedent in genitive case. 

The antecedent and anaphor is present in the same 

clause. The anaphor refers to genitive noun phrase, 
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'paranjothiyinutaiya'. Here, the antecedent occurs as 

the subject of the sentence. 

 Following is an example where the pronoun 

occurs as non-anaphoric.  

 

Example 5:   

     atu  oru   iniya          kaalai       neeram. 

     It     one   beautiful   morning   time 

     (It is one beautiful morning time) 

 In the above sentence the pronoun 'atu' is not 

anaphoric. In anaphora resolution task, we need to 

identify the anaphoric and non anaphoric pronouns 

and resolve the antecedents for the anaphoric 

pronouns.  

 In the following sub-section we present a set of 

language phenomena, which affects the pronoun 

resolution. 

 

a. Pronouns with Genitive Drop: 

 In Tamil language, genitive drop is one of the 

common phenomena. Consider the example phrase  

 

Example  6:  

a. thangkaiyin    makal  

sister(N)+gen daughter 

b. thangkai makal  

sister      daughter  

(sister's daughter) 

 Both phrases represent the same. The first phrase 

has genitive marker 'in' and the genitive marker is 

dropped in the other phrase. When the genitive 

marker is dropped in the pronoun, the pronoun 

becomes a nominative pronoun.  It looks for 

antecedent outside the sentence/clause, whereas 

genitive pronoun acts similar to reflexives and looks 

for antecedent within the sentence.  Consider the 

example,  

 

Example 7: 

raaman       neRRu      virunthu  aliththaan.  

Raman(N)  yesterday  feast(N)  give(V)+past+3sm 

 (Yestday Raman gave a feast.) 

soomuvum           avan       kudumpaththinarum  

Soomu(N)+INC   he(PN)   family(N)+INC         

vanthirunthanar. 

come+past+3p 

(Soomu and his family came.) 

  

In the second sentence, genetive marker is dropped in 

the pronoun 'avan'. It should be 'avanutaiya' with the 

genetive marker 'utaiya'. The pronoun 'avan' refers to 

noun 'soomu' and it has occurred within the sentence. 

But the ML engine identifies 'raaman' as the 

antecdent. 

 

b. Pronoun in sentences with clausal inversion: 

 Clausal inversion is a phenomenon where the 

main clause and the subordinate clause are re-

ordered. Consider the following example. 

  

Example 8: 

raam          ennitam           peecinaar. 

Ram(N)      me(PN)+gen  talk(V)+past+3sh 

 (Ram spoke with me.) 

'soomu           en     nanpan'     enru  avar        

Soomu(N)     me    friend(N)   that   he(PN)   

kuurinaar. 

say+past+3sh 

(He said Soomu is my friend.) 

 

 In the second sentence, 'avar kuurinaar' is the 

main clause and 'soomu en nanpan' is the subordinate 

clause. Here the subordinate clause has occurred 

before the main clause. There is a clausal inversion. 

For the pronoun 'avar' in the second sentence, the ML 

engine will identify 'soomu' as the antecedent, 

whereas 'raam' is the actual antecedent. If the main 

clause has occurred first, then the ML engine would 

have identified 'raam' as the antecedent. 

 

c. Plural/ Honorific Pronouns: 

 The pronoun 'avarkal' in Tamil is used as plural 

and honorific pronoun.  This nature of the pronoun 

brings ambiguity in resolving its antecedents. 

Consider the following sentence, 

 

Example 9: 

muthalvar     maaNavarkalukku    paricu     

Principal(N) student(N)+pl+ben   gift(N)   

aliththaar. 

give+past+3ph 

 (Principal gave gifts to the students.)  

avarkal      makilcci    atainthaarkal. 

They(PN)  happy(N)  get(V)+past+3pc 

 (They were happy.) 

 In the above example, the second sentence has 

the pronoun 'avarkal' that occurred as 

plural/honorofic pronoun. It‘s possible candidates are 

'muthalvar' and 'maaNavarkalukku'. The machine 

learning engine identifies 'muthalvar', a nominative 

noun in the subject position and also honorofic noun. 

But 'avarkal' has occurred as plural pronoun and it 

refers the noun 'maaNavarkalukku'. 

 

Our Approach: 

 We present a ML based approach for automatic 

identification of antecedents in Tamil, including 

linguistic pre-processing modules. The sentences are 

pre-processed with shallow parsing modules. In this 

task, we first perform the basic task of sentence 

splitting and tokenization. Then we pre-process the 

text with Part-of-Speech (POS). For the POS tagging 

we have used the system developed by Arulmozhi et 

al., [1]. And for chunking we have used the system 

developed by Sobha and Ram [9]. Here we have 

processed the text with clause boundary 

identification system developed by Ram et. al. [6]. 

These processes are completely automatised. In this 

work we have followed the pipeline inspired from 
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Akilandeswari and Sobha, (2014). The flow of the 

system is presented in the figure 1.  

 After processing the sentences with the shallow 

parser modules, the sentences are presented to 

Sentence transformation module, a pre-processing 

module with linguistic rules. Here the sentences with 

various language phenomena are processed to make 

it simple and understandable to the system.  These 

processed sentences are given to Conditional 

Random Fields (CRFs), a machine learning 

techniques for training and testing. Annotated data 

after this pre-processing is given for training. In the 

following sub-sections we describe the linguistic pre-

processing task, followed by a description of the 

features used in the machine learning technique.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: System overview diagram. 

 

Linguistic Pre-Process: 

 The sentences processed with shallow parsing 

modules are taken as input to this module. Here we 

try to address the challenges mentioned in the section 

2. The various rules used to identify and handle the 

language phenomena computationally are as follows. 

 

Rules to handle Genitive drop in Tamil: 

 Sindhuja et. al.[8] had come up with a set of 

rules to show the contexts where genitive drop can 

occur in Tamil to Hindi translation system. We 

introduce genitive markers to those pronouns 

identified by the following rules. 

 

Rule 1:  
 NP[PN -gen]NP... NP[N{sl/pl}]NP, where NP is 

noun phrase, PN is pronoun, gen is genitive marker, 

N is noun, sl is singular and pl is plural. 

 

Rule 2:  
 NP[PN -gen]NP... NP[Adj...N]NP, where NP is 

noun phrase, PN is pronoun, gen is genitive marker 

and Adj is adjective. 

 With the help of the above mentioned rules, we 

identify the pronouns where the genitive markers are 

dropped. The following rules are used to introduce 

the genitive marker. 

Rule 1: 

Example 10: 

(a) avan      aval            thambi. 

     (he)PN  en -utaiya   N 

     PN         PN -gen      N 

     He      my         brother. 

     (He is my brother). 

(b) avan     avalutaiya      thambi. 

      he(PN) she(PN)+gen N 

      (He is her brother.) 

 Ex.10 (a) has dropped genitive marker ‗-utaiya‘ 

that occurs with the pronoun 'aval' and is followed by 

the noun thambi which is in singular form.  This 

satisfies the above mentioned rule. We add the 

genitive marker ‗-utaiya‘ to the pronoun.  

 

Rule 2: 

Example 11 

(a) ithu       en              paccai cattai. 

      (it)PN   en-utaiya   Adj      N 

      PN   PN-gen      Adj      N 

      This      my       green    shirt. 

      (This is my green shirt). 

 

(b)  ithu     ennutaiya  paccai chattai. 

      It(PN)  mine(PN) Adj      N 

 Ex. 11(a) genitive marker 'utaiya' is dropped 

which has to occur with the pronoun 'en' and is 

followed by an adjective, as mentioned in the rule 2. 

So we introduce genitive marker to the pronoun 'en' 

 

Rules to handle clausal inversion: 

 As mentioned earlier clausal inversion can occur 

in sentences, which have relative participle and 

complimentizer clause. To handle this we follow the 

two steps given below.  

 

Step1:  
 Check for sentence having subordinate clause 

(relative participle or complimentizer clause) 

followed by main clause.  

 

Step2:  
 if exists, inverse the clause by moving main 

clause to the front and then the subordinate clause. 

 

Identifying Plural/ Honorific Pronouns: 

 As mentioned earlier the pronoun 'avarkal' in 

Tamil is used as plural and honorific pronoun.  We 

need to identify whether the pronoun has occurred in 

Plural/ Honorific form.  We can identify this using 

the PNG agreement between the pronoun and the 

verb. If the verb has plural marker then the pronoun 

'avarkal' has occurred as plural pronoun.  Consider 

the second sentence in the example 12.  

 

Example 12: 

 'avarkal     makilcci    atainthaarkal'  

 They(PN)  happy(N)   get(V)+past+3pc 

  (They were happy.) 
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 In the verb 'atainthaarkal', 'aarkal' is the PNG 

marker, which is a plural marker.  So the pronoun 

'avarkal' in this sentence refers to a plural noun 

phrase. 

 

Anaphora Resolution Engine: 

 We have used CRFs, a ML technique to build 

the anaphora resolution engine. CRFs is a proven 

technique for different natural language processing 

tasks [5].  CRFs is an undirected graphical model, for 

labelling and segmenting structured data, such as 

sequences, trees and lattices, where the conditional 

probabilities of the output are maximized for a given 

input sequence (Lafferty et al., 2001).  CRFs 

technique is mostly used to model sequential data, 

but here anaphora resolution is a task to model with 

non-linear data. CRFs is modelled as a binary 

classifier in this task.  

 We have two phases, training phase and testing 

phase. In the training phase the system is provided 

with annotated data and the features for learning and 

in the testing phase the new preprocessed input is 

tagged using the language model built in the training 

phase.  

 

Features for learning: 

 For the machine learning techniques, feature 

selection and data representation are the vital task. 

The same holds good to CRFs techniques also.  In 

this task we present select feature such that they 

represent the features of the anaphor and the possible 

antecedent and the features that are common between 

anaphor and antecedent. This is done in the feature 

extraction module.  Here we have used grammatical 

features such as Current word, its Part-of-Speech 

(POS) and chunk information and its combination.  

The features used are presented as follows. 

 

Anaphor and Antecedent Characteristic Features: 

i)  Anaphora and Possible Antecedent’s case 

marker:  
 The case marker attached with the noun plays a 

vital grammatical role. In morphologically rich 

languages case markers refer to its role in the 

sentence. So the case marker attached to the anaphor 

and possible antecedent is considered as a feature.  

 

ii)  Anaphor type:  

 The type of the anaphor decides the possible 

antecedent‘s position. So we need to know the type 

of the anaphor whether it is reflexive or not a 

reflexive. 

 

iii) Antecedent Clause position: 

 Based on the type of the anaphor, the position of 

the possible antecdent in a clause is important 

information. Reflexive have its antecedent within its 

clause.  

 

iv) Possible antecedent Type: 

 Possible antecedent can be existential, 

possessive or prepositional complement.  

 

Features with respect to anaphor and possible 

antecedent: 

v) Sentence Position:  

 This is a relative position with respect to 

anaphor and antecedent. This is numeric value from 

0-5. Based on the difference between the current 

sentence where the anaphor is present and the 

number of sentences above where the possible 

antecedent occurs is represented with this number. 

Above five sentences including the current sentence 

is considered. 

 

vi) PNG of the anaphor and possible antecedent: 

 The person, number and gender information 

between the anaphor and antecedent should match. 

 

Anaphora Engine – Training: 
 In the training phase after preprocessing the text 

both with shallow parsing modules and with 

linguistic rules, the anaphor-antecedent annotated 

data is presented to this phase. Here for each pronoun 

its possible antecedents in the above five sentences 

and the exact antecedent is given to feature 

extraction module. The exact antecedent and anaphor 

pair will be tagged with positive tag and the 

remaining possible antecedents will be tagged with 

negative tag. By collecting this pairs from the 

annotated training data we form the training data set. 

This data set is given to CRFs engine to build the 

language model.  

 

Anaphora Engine – Testing: 

 The language model which is built in the 

training phase is utilised in the testing phase. In the 

pre-processed input data whose pronouns are to be 

resolved is taken as input. For each pronoun the 

possible antecedents (those noun phrases which 

match in PNG with the anaphor) in the above five 

sentences are collected and given to the feature 

extraction module. After extraction of feature for 

each pair of anaphor and possible antecedent, the 

information is present to the CRFs module to classify 

and identify the correct antecedent.  

 

Experiment And Discussion: 

 We preformed our experiment by using 

manually annotated anaphora-antecedent corpus.  

The corpus had sentences from online tourism 

websites. The corpus had 5248 sentences. Here we 

have restricted our work in resolving 3rd person 

pronouns alone. The corpus had 1151 third person 

pronouns. The distribution of the pronouns is 

presented in table 1. The corpus was built by 

crawling the data and cleaning it semi-automatically 

to remove the nosies in the webpage.  
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Table 1: Distribution of 3rd person pronouns in the corpus. 

Pronoun Number of Occurrences with its Inflected forms 

avan (3rd person masculine singular) 343 

aval (3rd person feminine singular) 104 

avar (3rd person male/honorific) 626 

athu (3rd person nuetor singular) 78 

 

 The corpus is pre-processed with the shallow-

parser modules and pre-processed with linguistic 

rules as mentioned earlier.  We divided the data into 

two parts 80% of the data as training data and 20% as 

the testing data. After pre-processing for each 

pronoun its possible antecedents in the above five 

sentences are collected and presented to feature 

extraction module. Each anaphor-possible antecedent 

pair is given to CRFs engine to find the correct pair. 

The performance results of the anaphora resolution 

are presented in the table 2. 

 
Table 2: Performance measures. 

Type of pronoun Precision (%) Recall (%) 

avan  (3rd person masculine singular) 71.76 72.02 

avaL  (3rd person feminine singular) 72.12 69.96 

avar/avarkal  (3rd person plural/honorofic) 69.45 72.43 

athu (3rd person nuetor singular) 59.67 67.34 

Total 71.45 70.34 

 

 On analysing output from the ML engine, the 

resolution of the third person neuter pronouns (atu) 

are less resolved compared to other pronouns. The 

third person neuter pronoun usually has more number 

of possible candidates, which leads to poor 

resolution. Consider the following example. 

 

Example 13: 

avar        veelai       ceytha                   

He(PN)   work(N)   do(V)+past+RP 

paNiyaalarkalukku   kaakitham  kotuththaar. 

worker(N)+pl+dat    paper(N)    give(V)+past+3sh 

(He gave papers to the workers who did work.) 

atu          paNamaaka         maaRiyathu.  

It(PN)     money(N)+Ben  change(V) +past+3sn. 

(It changed to money.) 

 In this example, the pronoun 'atu' refers to 

'kaakitham; in the previous sentence. In the previous 

sentence there are two possible candidate antecedents 

'veelai' and 'vipuuthiyai'. The ML engine chooses 

'veelai', which is in nominative form as the antecdent 

instead of 'kaakitham'. 

 When the antecedent is in the object position the 

engine has not identified it properly.  

 Consider the following example sentence,  

 

Example 14: 

mannan    munivarai        kaNtaar.  

King(N)    priest(N)+acc see+past+3sh 

(King was the priest.) 

avaritam       aaci                peRRaar. 

He(PN)+loc  blessings(N) get(V)+past+3sh 

(He got blessings from him.) 

 In the above example, the second sentence has 

the pronoun 'avaritam' (avar+loc). The posible 

candidates for the pronoun are 'mannan' and 

'munivaar'. The system identifies 'mannan' as the 

candidate as it is in the subject position. And NP in 

the subject position to be an antecdent has high 

probabillity. This affects the resolution of the 

antecdents at object position. 

 
Table 3: Performance measures without linguistic preprocessing. 

Type of pronoun Precision (%) Recall (%) 

avan  (3rd person masculine singular) 70.83 69.52 

avaL  (3rd person feminine singular) 69.34 68.56 

avar/avarkal  (3rd person plural/honorofic) 65.45 70.34 

athu (3rd person nuetor singular) 56.67 65.67 

Total 68.45 67.34 

 

 In table 3, we have presented the performance 

measures without performing pre-processing with 

linguistic rules 

 On comparing table 2 and 3, we find that the 

performance after pre-processing with linguistic rule 

to simplify the sentences and giving it as an input to 

anaphora engine helps in improving the result. 

Disambiguation of 'avarkal' between honorofic and 

plural form had helped in improving the resolution of 

these pronouns.  

 

Conclusion: 

 We have described the various language 

phenomenens in Tamil that pose challenges inbuild 

an anaphora resolution engine. Here we presented a 

pre-processing module using linguistic rules apart 

from the tradition preprocessing using shallow 

parsed modules. These linguistic rules are used to 

simplify the sentences where the language 

phenomenen has occurred. These simplified 

sentences are presented to Tamil anaphora resolution 

engine built using CRFs technology. Usage of the 
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pre-processing module with linguistic rules has 

enhanced the rules on comparison with the CRFs 

which is fed with input which is not pre-proceesed 

with linguistic rules. Thus simplifying the sentences 

by handling the various language phenomena in the 

sentences helps in improving the performance of the 

NLP systems. 
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